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Abstract 

 

High-Level Modular Algorithm Design for GPGPU 

Computing 

 

Basically, among the computational operation, 3D rendering requires 

many operations for computing. For 3D rendering, the modern computer uses 

specialized hardware called “GPU” (Graphics Processing Unit). A GPU is 

effective for massive parallel processing, because, it has up to thousands of 

cores. In the early days, GPUs provide a fixed graphic pipeline for the 

rendering. Since the introduction of shaders, programmers can write the own 

program for graphics pipeline. As the shader is developed, the approach, that 

applies parallelism of GPU, is attempted in the traditional general-purpose 

computing area. This approach is called “GPGPU” (General-Purpose 

computing on GPUs). In this paper, we present a high-level modular algorithm 

design for the GPGPU computing and implement a framework that is based on 

this algorithm. For easy porting between CPU and GPU, we define a CPU2GPU 

mapping model using an abstract algorithm classification. It suggests a 

standard for replacing CPU algorithms by GPU algorithms. Each algorithm is 

implemented as an independent module that uses general buffer data type for 

communicating with other modules. It is easy to implement additional modules 

regardless of implementation of other modules. We define high-level user 

interface using high-level script language. For designing an application with 
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our algorithm, we suggest a design method that is to divide whole algorithm of 

the application into several basic algorithms. The basic algorithm is based on 

the CPU2GPU mapping model. Programmer can easily use GPU algorithm 

without low-level programming because, the basic algorithm corresponds to 

implemented module. For evaluating our algorithm, we implement three 

example scenarios. Using the framework, each scenario can be implemented 

with pseudocode-level source code with high-level user interface. 

 

Keywords:  GPGPU, algorithm, CPU to GPU mapping model, modularization, 

high-level  
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1. Introduction 

 

 

The modern computer can handle 2D and 3D graphics and image in 

real-time using GPU (Graphics Processing Unit). A GPU is a special complete 

parallel computing system which has hundreds of core with own memory 

hierarchy. Recently, users can directly control the GPU using programmable 

shaders, the GPU extends to general computing fields over graphics. This 

computing system is called as GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on GPU). 

As development of CPU is delayed, GPU computing, which performance is 

many times higher than CPU, is attractive. The GPU is already used lots of 

fields including DNA sequencing [1], Stock prediction [2], Molecular-level 

physical simulation [3], Dynamics simulation [4], Video decoding [5]. Many 

users expect to get more advantages of parallel processing by porting CPU 

programs to GPU programs. 

However, for parallelization of existing application with GPU computing, 

there are some large barriers which limit general approaches. Main reason is 

the different programming model between GPUs and CPUs. Traditional GPU 

computing APIs, OpenGL and DirectX need to knowledge of graphics theory 

for GPU computing. Programmers are requested to know about vertex and 

fragment processing models which are basic programmable graphics pipeline 

stages. These APIs use different storage object with practical programming 

language for data storing, so user should use the render-to-texture technique 

that is unfamiliar method, because the texture is read only memory object. 
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In 2006, CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is introduced by 

NVIDIA. CUDA is a parallel computing platform which includes APIs and a new 

programming model for heterogeneous computing with NVIDIA GPUs. In 2008, 

Khronos group present heterogeneous parallel computing framework OpenCL 

(Open Computing Language). These platforms offer a new user-

programmable shaders called kernel executing on GPUs or other devices. It is 

written with C-like language such as C for CUDA, OpenCL C. It allows to 

developers make GPU program with familiar language syntax. 

The problems that prevents people to transit from the regular CPU 

computing to GPGPU can be summarized as follows, (1) Unfamiliar 

programming model and time consumption for writing programs, (2) 

Differences of ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) between CPU and GPU, (3) 

Lack of GPU architectural knowledge, (4) Poor performance enhancement, if 

program is without optimization, (5) Architecture correspondence based on 

specific manufacturer and difficulty of standardization. Among many problems, 

Lack of knowledge in new programming model is the most significant problem. 

For this reason, GPGPU is not practically used. In most cases, users 

have difficulty in porting GPGPU program. Furthermore, enhancement of 

performance of application falls short of users' expectations. As programmable 

GPUs are widely used, GPGPU is rapidly advanced in recent ten-years; GPU 

program which is like firmware, its source codes are compiled and uploaded at 

run-time, has similar performance like hardware computing. In earlier work, 

GPUs have a possibility of extension to general computing, lots of researches 

are performed. 
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Currently, most of GPGPU researches are low-level approaches, or 

based on specific platform such as OpenGL, Direct3D, CUDA, and etc. One of 

the common fields is porting CPU applications to CUDA or OpenCL kernel 

programs that are based on huge data sets and using lots of arithmetic 

operations to CUDA or OpenCL. On the other hand, focus on hardware side or 

asynchronous data transfer optimization on server-client model 

As different standpoints of each manufacturer, it is hard to provide 

platform independent environment. OpenCL provides more standard 

approaches for heterogeneous computing but, there are difficulties of 

programming and optimization because it is also low-level API. PyCUDA and 

PyOpenCL allow using GPU using python-based scripting. Thrust allows using 

GPU at high-level programming. Still these supports are programming-based 

approach. For GPGPU programming, users should be understand GPU 

programming and architectural model. Also, to write GPU kernel-level source 

code, there are difficulties which obtain optimal performance. These 

approaches in GPGPU programming only reduce programming difficulty; 

programmer needs to know low-level properties such as programming model 

and algorithm specification that used in parallel architecture. 

This paper presents a high-level modular algorithm design for effective 

GPGPU computing. First, we define CPU2GPU mapping model based on 

abstract algorithm classification between CPU and GPU. This is a guideline 

how to replace CPU algorithm with GPU algorithm. Each algorithm is implanted 

as independent modules that easily substitute with other algorithms. For using 

this module easily, we define high-level user interface with high-level script 
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language. It supports dynamic assembly of module for writing application. To 

evaluate our algorithm, we introduce several scenarios that are combination of 

basic algorithms that are implemented as modules. With suggested abstract 

mapping, users who know high-level corresponding algorithm can easily 

replacing CPU algorithm with GPU algorithm. 
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2. Related Work 

 

 

This section describes previous researches on supporting GPGPU 

programming. Traditional GPGPU is based on fragment processing that is a 

final stage of graphics pipeline. Programmer generates fragments and store 

computing data to the texture via framebuffer object. This is called Render-

To-Texture. As new programming models are introduced, it is available to 

store data to GPU global memory without graphics pipeline.  

 

2.1 Low-Level Programming Models 

 

NVIDIA, a manufacturer of famous graphics card called ‘GeForce’, 

introduces a new API CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [6] at 

2006. CUDA is a parallel computing platform that supports GPGPU. It also 

presents a new programming model that is appropriate for the heterogeneous 

computing. CUDA produces a development environment that is similar to 

standard programming language such as C/C++. Developers can write a 

specific function (is called ‘kernel’) that implemented on GPUs. Recently, 

CUDA provides additional function for GPU computing such as dynamic 

parallelism and unified memory. However, CUDA has platform limitation. It can 

be implemented on only CUDA GPUs.  

OpenCL [7] is a computing framework for heterogeneous system. It is 

first introduced by Apple and designated as industrial standard by Khronos 
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group. It is an open specification for various platforms such as NVIDIA GPU, 

AMD CPU/GPU and Intel CPU/GPU. Processor manufacturers can implement 

the specification for their chipset. Currently, OpenCL also support dynamic 

parallelism and shared virtual memory, which is same as unified memory in 

CUDA. 

Traditional rendering API—such as OpenGL and DirectX—present 

compute shader (OpenGL 4.3 and DirectCompute). Compute shader use 

separated pipeline which independent of traditional graphics pipeline. It 

produces GPGPU programming. It also provides new programming model 

which includes thread dispatch model and generic data storage types for 

GPGPU programming. It is similar to new GPGPU model CUDA and OpenCL 

that support C like programming language for devices. 

 

2.2 High-Level Programming models 

 

Many researches about high-level programming are divided into two 

areas. One is about source-level capability, another is that provide high-level 

language extension. 

John et al. [8] introduced MCUDA (Multicore CUDA) which is an 

automatic kernel translation framework. MCUDA allow CUDA sources to be 

executed on multi-core CPU. Based on data parallel programming model in 

CUDA, they suggest capability source code level. Yan et al. [9] proposed 

JCUDA that is a programming interface. Using JCUDA, developers can call 

CUDA kernels directly via Java codes. Programmers do not need to know 
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details between Java and CUDA. Hong et al. [10] introduced MapCG, a 

MapReduce framework that suggest source code level capability. Users can 

write parallel program with MapReduce. Framework can execute program, 

which uses same source code, on CPU and GPUs. However, there are 

challenges that use specific platform CUDA. Also extendibility is limited 

because of ISA differences between multi-core CPU and GPUs. Lee [11] [12] 

proposed OpenMP to GPGPU that a compiler framework. This framework 

automatically translates OpenMP source to optimized CUDA source. Also Lee 

introduced new programming interface OpenMPC that offers abstract GPGPU 

programming model for increasing programmability. hiCUDA [13] provides 

several directives which make it more comfortable to writing sources. 

Compiler translates hiCUDA sources to CUDA sources. OpenACC [14] 

provides several directives that is based on CUDA. Compiler translates C/C++, 

Fortran source code to parallel code. 

There are several language extensions that support writing GPU 

applications. More easy language extensions than before provide effective 

method for programming. But, it also needs to know about programming model 

and architectural knowledge. Microsoft introduce C++ AMP [15] that provide 

easy way to write program that use parallel processor, such as GPU. Based on 

directX11 compute shader, C++ AMP provides language extension that is 

support for multidimensional arrays, indexing, memory transfer, and tiling. 

Initially, C++ AMP has several platform dependencies that such as Window 7 

for support directX11. PyCUDA provides a way to use CUDA API though 

high-level language Python. Developers can access all of CUDA APIs that are 
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as same as basic CUDA functions. Programmers can use advantages of high-

level language that includes run-time code generation that is flexible for 

development and automatic memory life-time management. PyOpenCL also 

provides a way to use OpenCL using Python. 

Thrust [16] provides data structures and parallel algorithms for GPU 

computing. This has a high-level interface that is like C++ STL. C++ 

programmers can easily allocate host and device memory with containers that 

are like C++ STL generic containers. And, without writing the GPU kernel 

sources, developers can use GPU functions with writing few lines of code. 

However, Thrust has dependence on specific platform which impose 

restriction. 
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3. Background: GPGPU Primitives 

 

 

This section describes the GPU algorithms for our works [17]. These 

algorithms have been commonly used for rendering. Also, these are 

appropriate for pipeline approach. We use GPGPU primitives for abstract 

algorithm classification between CPU and GPU. Table 1, is a summary of 

GPGPU primitives that are used in this paper. 

 

Primitive Technique Objective 

map n map 

n Applying specific function 

to all elements in the 

sequence 

scan n recursive doubling 
n Calculating local sum or 

average 

gather and 

scatter 

n gather(texture lookup) 

n scatter(point sprite) 

n Combining elements  

n Distributing elements 

reduction n mipmap 
n Calculating global max/min 

or average 

sort n bitonic sort n Sorting unordered set 

search n parallel binary search 
n Search specific elements in 

parallel 

Table 1. A summary of GPGPU primitives. 
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3.1 Map 

 

A map operation that applies a specific function, also called kernel, to 

every elements in the given data. It is very simple operation among the GPU 

algorithm technique. A simple example is addition to same value to each 

element in the data. It is easy to apply this algorithm for GPU computing. 

Using graphics pipeline, programmer generates fragments, which number is as 

same as target data, for computing. For controlling the number of fragments, 

programmer determines the number of pixels on framebuffer. In modern 

GPGPU programming model, programmer generates threads or items.  

 

 

Fig. 1. An example of map operation. 
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3.2 Scan 

 

A scan (also called prefix sum) operation computes sum of forward 

elements from index. Each element of output sequence have recursive sum of 

all previous elements. It builds a special data structure such as summed-area 

table [18] that is used to filter image. Summed-area table is a result of 2D 

version of scan operation. There are several parallel algorithms for scan 

operation. Recursive doubling [19] is a simple technique for GPU computing. It 

can easily be applied to pixel shader. Parallel scan algorithm [20] is more 

effective than recursive doubling. However, it cannot apply to pixel shader.  

 

 

Fig. 2. An example of scan operation. 
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3.3 Gather and Scatter 

 

A gather operation combines several data elements into one element. A 

scatter operation stores value into one or several elements. The scatter looks 

like “arr[i]=value” and the gather looks like “value=arr[i]”. On the CPU, this 

operation is processed in serial. This operation can be accelerated on the GPU. 

It is also effective for image processing such as image filtering algorithm. 

Scatter is implemented using point sprite on traditional rendering APIs such as 

OpenGL, DirectX. However, it needs lots of vertex processing which number 

is same as resolution. Recently, new programming model such as CUDA, 

OpenCL can directly implement scatter operation. 

 

 

Fig. 3. A conceptual diagram of gather and scatter operation. 
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3.4 Reduction 

 

A reduction is an operation that computes larger data to smaller data 

sequence. Using this method, we can compute maximum or minimum of data 

sequence [21]. Until one element left in the sequence, each element is 

compared with one or more elements at each pass. Also average of data 

stream is computed using this technique. Its application called “Mipmap” 

generates pre-filtered texture. It reduces four pixels to one pixel and stores 

its average [22]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. An example of reduce operation. 
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3.5 Sort 

 

A sort operation transforms an unordered set of data sequence into an 

ordered set of data sequence. There are many sort methods for CPU. Such as 

quick sort, bubble sort, heap sort, merge sort, selection sort, insertion sort 

and so on. However, most of major sorting techniques are not appropriate for 

parallel computing. Many stack-less sorting techniques have dependency 

branch that causes performance degradation. Recursive techniques, such as 

quick sort and merge sort, are not appropriate for GPU, because, these are 

stack-based algorithm. GPU cannot use stack. GPU requires parallel algorithm 

like bitonic merge sort [23]. 

 

 

Fig. 5. A bitonic sort network with sixteen inputs. 
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3.6 Search 

 

A search operation is to find specific elements within the data sequence. 

Binary search is a basic search algorithm. It is a kind of divide and conquer 

search algorithm. To accelerate binary search algorithm, the GPU is not 

appropriate for searching an individual elements, because binary search is a 

recursive algorithm. Parallel binary search is appropriate for the GPU, instead 

of accelerating search algorithm. It searches multiple variables in parallel. 

 

 

Fig. 6. An example of parallel binary search. 
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4. CPU to GPU Mapping model 

 

 

For modularization of algorithm, we define a multiple mapping model 

between CPU and GPU algorithm by performing abstract algorithm 

classification. Each algorithm is implemented as modules. Using the mapping 

model, CPU algorithms can be replaced by the corresponding algorithms. In 

order to correspond CPU to GPU algorithm, we analysis parallelization 

properties of basic CPU algorithms. Many CPU algorithms use specific data 

structures and processes that are implemented with stack, queue, and 

recursion. However, direct translation to GPU algorithm is difficult. Because, 

GPU has constraints by comparison with CPU. GPU prohibits use of pointer 

variables, this means we should use simple array as a data structure. Also, 

recursive call is prohibited in the GPU. For this reason, stack-less algorithm 

is proper for GPU algorithm such as iterative algorithm. Data dependency 

branch is an important factor in data-parallel algorithm. Each data element in 

same data set should be independent from other elements. Threading model of 

GPU cannot execute multiple tasks at same time, so it causes lack of 

performance such as branch instruction. We use hierarchical abstract 

algorithm classification to define the CPU2GPU mapping model. Fig. 7 shows 

an example of hierarchical algorithm classification between CPU and GPU 

algorithms. 
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Fig. 7. An example of hierarchical algorithm classification. 

 

A detail implementation is mapped to other implementation depending on 

objective of algorithm. By this rule, we can determine high-level algorithm 

mapping. It can be a guideline for porting CPU to GPU. Table 1 is the mapping 

model of CPU2GPU for modularization. There are many CPU algorithms that 

are used in CPU computing, but in this table, we write several algorithms that 

are corresponded to GPU primitives in this paper. 

 

Objective 
Abstract 

algorithm 
Device 

Specific 

implementation 

Applying specific 

function 
map 

CPU linear 

GPU parallel 

Sorting 

unordered set 
sort 

CPU intro sort 

GPU bitonic sort 

Computing sum of 

forward elements 
scan 

CPU prefix sum 

GPU 
recursive 

doubling 
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Gathering 

elements 
gather GPU 

gather 

(texture look up) 

Scattering 

elements 
scatter GPU 

scatter 

(point sprite) 

Searching 

element 
search 

CPU binary search 

GPU 
parallel binary 

search 

Global min/max selection 
CPU linear 

GPU mipmap 

Table 2. The multiple mapping model of CPU2GPU for modularization. 
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5. Algorithm 

 

 

Our approach is writing a program with high-level modular 

programming. Functionalities of application are divided into basic algorithm 

units, and each of those is replaced basic GPU algorithm. For substitution, we 

need to the mapping model that is based on the abstract algorithm 

classification and correspondence between CPU and GPU algorithms. Based on 

the mapping model, we implement modules of each algorithm. Modules are 

linearly assembled to several applications. Then, we implement a simple 

framework for our algorithm. To evaluate our algorithm, we propose examples 

of application scenario and show results of the application in next section. 

 

5.1 Modularization of Abstract Algorithm 

 

Modular programming is a software design that separates the 

functionality of a program into independent. We can take the advantage of 

modular programming; programmer no needs to know about specific 

implementation of other modules. Using modular programming, problem space 

of GPGPU programming moves from low-level to high-level programming. 

Each module that corresponds to abstract algorithm is implemented with 

interface for module connection. Interface is represented a standard buffer 

type that used in every modules as input and output buffers. Applications are 

simply developed with algorithm module assembly. A main engine manages 
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modules and run applications that are assembled with script language. Each 

module is a plug-in that is a software component that adds functionality to an 

existing software application. It is available to add function to a framework by 

implementing additional plug-in. A plug-in is independent to other plug-ins.  

We define user interface with high-level script language for module 

assembly. Fig. 7 is a conceptual diagram of module assembly. Users can add 

functions or write a program easily by modifying combination of algorithms. 

We will introduce examples that are simple application using high-level script 

source code at next section. 

 

 

Fig. 8. A summary of algorithm module assembly. 
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5.2 Plug-in Module 

 

We implement a host application that adds plug-ins to module list. Each 

plug-in is implemented as dynamic libraries such as DLL (dynamic-linking 

library) files that are used in specific windows operating system. Host 

supports explicit linking for dynamical addition of modules. The application will 

load dynamic libraries at run-time. If program needed some additional 

modules, users can add functions that are implemented as dynamic libraries. 

 

5.3 General Buffer Data Type for Data Transfer 

 

Each module is implemented to plug-ins that are independent of other 

modules. To combine the algorithm module with other modules to an 

application, method for communication should be required. Its method is to 

define data transfer protocol between modules. In order to transfer data 

among modules, we define general buffer data type. It is used for standard 

input/output of the modules regardless of their implementation. It should be 

used universally for any types of context of module, because, CPU and GPU 

use different memory space. Buffer data has the context type of the data. The 

module recognizes context type from the buffer data and translates context of 

data only if context type of the module is different from context type of input 

buffer. 
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5.4 High-Level User Interface 

 

For describing assembly, we define high-level user interface. High-

level script language is more appropriate than low-level language (such as 

C/C++) for high-level programming. It supports dynamical assembly by 

interpreting source code at runtime. As described above, by the corresponding 

input and output data through the general purpose buffer, it is easy to writing 

application, because the algorithm is modular. Also it is easy to modify the 

application. Because of using high-level script, data of the application are 

abstract. So, regardless of change of low-level implementation, the user 

interface can be maintained consistently. 

 

5.5 Platform 

 

OpenGL is an independent platform. It is widely used on various 

hardware including NVIDIA GeForce, AMD Radeon, Intel HD Graphics. 

GeForce and Radeon graphics cards are commercial hardware, which is most 

widely used in the world. Up to date, both graphics hardware manufacturers 

support OpenGL API version 4.4 and GLSL version 4.4 that are the newest 

version. Since version 4.3, OpenGL introduces compute shader that support 

general purpose computing. Compute shader has independent pipeline. It has 

wider degree of freedom comparison with traditional graphics pipeline. 

Compute space is three dimensional. Number of compute shader execution can 

be determined with number of work group and local size. For our framework,  
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5.6 Design of GPGPU Application 

 

For designing GPGPU application with our algorithm, the whole 

algorithm of application should be divided into several basic algorithms that 

compose application. Its algorithms are matched to the CPU2GPU mapping 

model that is modeled in previous section. Then, design the combination of the 

abstract algorithms with high-level user interface. It looks like a pseudocode. 

Writing high-level script, programmer can easily use GPU algorithm without 

low-level programming because, the basic algorithm correspond to 

implemented module. The data is also represented high-level component in 

the script. If additional algorithms or functions are needed, users can 

implement new functions as CPU or GPU modules. Fig. 9 shows a concept of 

writing GPGPU software. 

 

 

Fig. 9. A summary of writing GPGPU Software. 
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6. Example Scenarios 
 

 

6.1 Histogram Equalization 

 

Image histogram is a type of histogram which show color distribution of a 

digital image. Histogram equalization is a method for increasing contrast of 

image using image histogram. Basically, the human cornea is affected much 

easily by the contrast of the image rather than the absolute brightness of it. 

Therefore, as the entire contrast of images is low, it is hard to recognize 

images. Its image histogram has narrow histogram range. Histogram 

equalization improves quality of image by stretching the histogram of image.  

 

 

Fig. 10. An example of histogram equalization (baboon). 

 

Image is a 2D distribution of intensity or color. Most of images have lots 

of data elements. Image processing, applying to all pixels at image space, 
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requires lots of computation power. In cases, most of image processing 

algorithms, each pixel should not wait other calculated data for transform 

image pixels. Like this algorithm, every result pixels in image are data-

independent. 

 

6.2 Moving Average Ribbon 

 

Moving average used in analysis to identify changing trends. In case of 

statistics which has highly dynamic range at each index, such stock price 

index, moving average is a suitable mathematical method. Thus, drawing a 

graph using the mean value make gradual trend to facilitate more effective 

analysis. Multiple averages on same graph are becoming cross or similar 

direction with each line like figure 10. This shape in the graph called moving 

average ribbon. It is created by placing a large number of moving averages 

onto the same chart. When all the averages are moving in the same direction, 

the trend is said to be strong. Reversals are confirmed when the averages 

crossover and head in the opposite direction. 
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Fig. 11. An example of moving average ribbon [25]. 

 

6.3 Sort-Merge Join 

 

Sorting is one of the most fundamental and basic algorithm in computer 

science. Up to the present lots of sorting algorithm are introduced. Effective 

sorting algorithm is critical factor on performance optimization of application 

that uses large data set. There are three relational JOIN operations; nested-

loop join, sort-merge join, hash join. We select sort-merge JOIN operation 

based scenario for test our framework. 
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7. Results 

 

 

We implemented simple framework for our solution. Host application 

manages algorithm modules that are implemented as plug-ins. Also, it 

manages input/output data its type is general buffer data type. The 

implementation of modules is independent of other modules. Each module only 

computes their input data and store output data that using the specific data 

type. Before defining high-level user interface, we defined low-level 

interface. Based on low-level user interface, high-level user interface is 

defined with script language. We used a script language called Lua for design 

script language. Lua also called glue language that corresponds with our 

purpose of this solution. Currently, if there are various versions of modules 

for an abstract algorithm, we bind an implementation manually for each 

abstract algorithm because of limitation of framework.   

Fig. 12 shows combination of abstract algorithm of histogram 

equalization. It is formed of five basic algorithms. Fig. 13 is an example 

pseudocode of histogram equalization using high-level user interface. The 

combination of algorithm is based on GPU-based scattering [24]. 

 

 

Fig. 12. The combination of abstract algorithm of histogram equalization. 
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Fig. 13. An example pseudocode of histogram equalization using high-level 

user interface (written in Lua). 

 

Fig. 14 and fig. 15 show results of histogram equalization scenario. For 

this scenario, we implemented an additional module that performs histogram 

remapping. Fig. 13 is a result of histogram equalization using gray scale image. 

Fig. 14 is a result of histogram equalization using RGB color-space image. For 

color images, histogram equalization is performed on each component of 

images.  

 

 
Fig. 14. A result image of histogram equalization with our algorithm (seeds). 
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Fig. 15. A result image of histogram equalization with our algorithm (Lena). 

 

Fig. 16 shows combination of abstract algorithm of moving average 

ribbon. It is formed of twenty eight basic algorithms. Fig. 17 is an example 

pseudocode of histogram equalization written in script language. 

 

 

Fig. 16. The combination of abstract algorithm of moving average ribbon. 
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Fig. 17. An example pseudocode of moving average ribbon using high-level 

user interface (written in Lua). 

 

Fig. 18, fig. 19 and fig. 20 show results of moving average scenario. 

These are real stock data of IT Company including Apple, Microsoft, and 

Google [26]. It is stock price during five hundred twelve days. For this 

scenario, we implemented an additional module that renders chart. Chart 
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rendering module receives several parameters including image width/height, 

value buffer, and min/max value. In Lua, the number of parameters is not fixed, 

so, the number of buffers can be controlled dynamically. We use one source 

and twelve moving average buffer for rendering chart. 

 

 
Fig. 18. A result image of moving average ribbon (Apple) [26]. 

 

Fig. 19 shows combination of abstract algorithm of sort-merge join 

operation. It is formed of six basic algorithms. Fig. 20 is an example 

pseudocode of histogram equalization written in script language. 
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Fig. 19. The combination of abstract algorithm of sort-merge join. 

 

 

Fig. 20. An example pseudocode of sort-merge join operation using high-

level user interface (written in Lua). 

 

7.1 Performance 

 
Our framework implemented on an Intel Core i7 3.4-GHz machine and 

using NVIDIA GTX 780 Ti and OpenGL 4.3 API. We measured the 

performance of three scenarios. Generally, computing time of GPU is less than 

computing time of CPU. In case of some data that has low amount, CPU time 

and GPU time is similar. The GPU has advantage of massive data. In several 

cases, data transfer consumes amount of time. For optimization, it is need to 

reduce the data transfer and amount of data. In the moving average ribbon 
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scenario, initial data is used many times, so we transfer initial data to GPU in 

advance. Also input and output buffer of modules change their context at only 

the context of memory between input and output data is different. 

 
 Resolution GPU time(ms) CPU time(ms) 

Histogram 

Equalization 

256ⅹ256 2.4 1.3 

512ⅹ512 15.7 3.0 

1024ⅹ1024 70.3 15.4 

2048ⅹ2048 220.8 122.1 

Moving 

Average 

Ribbon 

256ⅹ256 10.4 140.3 

512ⅹ512 31.2 579.1 

1024ⅹ1024 130.6 2014.1 

Join Operation 

256ⅹ256, 256ⅹ256 35.6 57.1 

512ⅹ512, 512ⅹ512 45.7 202.9 

1024ⅹ1024, 1024ⅹ1024 66.7 681.9 

2048ⅹ2048, 2048ⅹ2048 300.5 2764.0 

Table 3. The performance of GPU software. 
 

Also we measured the performance with low-level program about 

usability. First, we measured the performance of our framework and low-

level program which has same function of three scenarios. And we also 

measured the line of program between the script of scenarios and low-level 

program source code. Low-level program is implemented on our frameworks. 

The line of low-level program is computation part except framework sources. 
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 Time Lines 

Ours(ms) Low-level(ms) Ours Low-level 

Histogram 

Equalization 
70.3 65.7 7 104 

Moving 

Average 

Ribbon 

130.6 135.9 36 164 

Join 

Operation 
66.7 60.2 7 115 

Table 4. The performance and lines of scripts from our framework and low-

level sources. 
 

The difference of performance between frameworks and low-level 

program is very small. However, low-level program has much more lines than 

the script.  
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8. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 

This paper presents a high-level modular algorithm design for 

supporting GPGPU programming. We introduced CPU2GPU mapping model 

that is based on abstract algorithm classification between CPU and GPU 

algorithm. It suggests a standard for replacing CPU algorithm by GPU 

algorithm. Abstract algorithms are implemented as plug-ins that use general 

buffer data type for communicating with other modules. We also proposed 

high-level user interface that is based on high-level script language. It 

supports dynamic assembly of module for writing application. For writing an 

application with our algorithm, we suggest design method that is to divide 

whole algorithm of the application into several basic algorithms. The basic 

algorithm is based on the CPU2GPU mapping model. For evaluating our 

algorithm, we showed example scenarios with simple framework. Each 

scenario can be implemented with pseudocode-level source code with high-

level script language. 

Applications are easily implemented with the modular algorithm. 

However, if there are not appropriate modules that are used in algorithm of 

the application. It is need to implement additional modules for the application. 

Because of general buffer data type, it is easier than low-level modification to 

add module. However, in case of the GPU modules, it needs definite 

implementation. So, developers also need to know about low-level GPU 

programming. It is a limitation of our modular algorithm. 
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In this paper, we do not propose about the performance. Data transfer 

between CPU and GPU drops the performance. In numerous cases, GPU 

computing does not enhance the performance because of the data transfer.  

The framework does not perform optimization to enhance performance of 

application.  

In the future we will research the global performance optimization. Each 

algorithm module is implemented on different platform, and it is matched to 

abstract algorithms. Also, each platform has own performance that is based on 

their platform. The CPU has an advantage of computing a small amount of data. 

However, the GPU has an advantage of massive parallel computing. Global 

performance is determined from the combination of modules. This means the 

performance is the sum of the performance of each module in software. For 

the optimization, we need a performance estimation model of our framework. 

Each module has input data and output data. Input data is an independent 

variable and output data is a dependent variable. Based on these variables, we 

can estimate performance from regression formula of performance. Also, 

performance of module can be an independent variable of global performance. 

Using performance estimation model that is based on regression model, we 

can estimate performance and optimize performance of software. Framework 

will find the most optimal combination of modules and bind optimized platform 

of abstract module automatically for optimization. Also, we can think about 

asynchronous execution model of hardware. CPU and GPU have their own 

threads. It is one of the optimal solutions to execute modules concurrently. 

For concurrent execution, we should design a parallel algorithm for GPU 
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software modeling. Dependency of modules is the most important factor of 

software design. 
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논 요약 

 

범용 GPU 컴퓨   모듈  고  알고리즘 계 

 

균  

자 컴퓨 공 과 

주  

일반  컴퓨  연산 에  3D 링  매우 많  연산  요구 다. 

이러  링  해  컴퓨 는 그래  처리에 특  드웨어인 GPU 

(Graphics Processing Unit)를 사용 다. GPU는 백  천 개  어를 

가지고 있어 용량 병  처리에 매우 효과 이다.  GPU는 고  그래 스 

이 라인만  공 나 셰이 (Shader)  도입 이후 통 인 범용 컴퓨  

역에  GPU  뛰어난 병  처리 능  이용 는 근이 시도 었다. 이러  

시도를 GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on GPUs)라고 다. 본 

논 에 는 GPGPU 그래밍  편  높이   모듈  고  알고리즘 

계 방식  안 며 이를 임워크  구 다. CPU 컴퓨 에  GPU 

컴퓨  쉬운 이를 해 추상 알고리즘 분류를 통 여 CPU  GPU간 본 

알고리즘   모델  시 다.  모델  CPU 알고리즘  GPU 

알고리즘  체    시 다. 각 알고리즘  러그인 모듈  

구 었 며 범용 버퍼 데이  타입  통해 통신  에 구  독립 이 

보장 다. 또  새 운 알고리즘이 요  경우 다른 모듈  구 에 계 없이 

새 운 모듈 추가에 용이 다. 구  모듈  사용  해 고  스크립트 언어를 

이용  고  사용자 인 페이스를 다. 그램 작  해 체 

알고리즘  본 알고리즘  조합  나 는 계방법  시 다. 본 
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알고리즘  앞    모델   택 다. 본 알고리즘들  

구  모듈에 에  그래밍 없이, 고  스크립트 작  

쉽게 GPU 컴퓨  용   있다. 또  알고리즘 구  편  검증  

해  시나리 를 구 다.  시나리  모  사 드  

드만  쉽게 구  입증 다. 

 

주 어: GPGPU, 알고리즘, GPU  GPU  모델, 모듈 , 고   
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